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n the past, ballistic missile defense focused on efforts to 
counter a theater threat. Each theater and region deployed 
organic missile defense capabilities to defeat and deter that 
threat. Now, expanding enemy capabilities range from an 
increased array of  short-range missiles to intercontinen-
tal ballistic missiles. SCUD missiles can be fired from 
offshore platforms against the United States. Available 
sensors and defense systems are inter-service and multi-
tasked. This evolving threat requires a shift in focus from 
a theater perspective to a global perspective — the mis-
sion now demands integrating missile defenses across and 
between theaters, including the United States. 
 Effective integration requires the synchronization of  
all the operational elements of  missile defense (attack 
operations, passive defense, active defense, and battle 
management, command, control, and communications) 
to deter and defeat the enemy threat. As joint friendly 
capabilities develop, these systems must be integrated into 

global plans to optimize their contributions to missile 
defense — while continuing to meet strategic objectives.
 Even a cursory review of  this notional scenario illus-
trates that global ballistic missile defense is no longer 
theater-centric. Effective prosecution of  a global ballistic 
missile defense strategy requires the integration of  the-
ater, regional and homeland objectives to optimize limited 
resources and meet strategic priorities. 

A New Perspective
 Synchronization of  ballistic missile defense from a 
global perspective requires tools to provide real time 
access to common, current situation information and 
support products for distributed coordination of  plans 
and the synchronization of  actions across multiple head-
quarters. A joint structure that collaborates with the geo-
graphic combatant commands throughout deliberate and 
crisis action planning is essential to synchronize require-
ments and resources. Finally, a process to effectively syn-
chronize the requirements and resources (active defense, 
ISR resources and attack operations) across and between 
regions to optimize offensive and defensive operations in 
accordance with strategic priorities must be institutional-
ized. 

Framework Concept
 Since U.S. Strategic Command has the responsibil-
ity and acts as the coordinating authority for planning, 
integration and coordination of  global ballistic missile 
defense, the Standing Joint Forces Headquarters proposes 
a structure and process to enhance those responsibilities. 
The framework is modeled on Joint Forces Command’s 
concept for the Standing Joint Force Headquarters, or 
SJFHQ, and provides a full-time, trained and equipped, 
joint staff  directorate to integrate the cross functional 
operational elements of  integrated missile defense, or 
IMD.
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 Global missile defense synchronization requires a 
joint structure focused on offensive-defensive integration, 
requirements for pervasive ISR, and collaborative plan-
ning with the regional combatant commanders. In support 
of  the regional combatant commander, SJFHQ-IMD pro-
vides the strategic level integration of  friendly capabilities 
to counter the global threat, thus allowing the theater to 
focus on the prosecution of  the tactical and operational 
fight. SJFHQ-IMD does not replace the regional Army 
Air and Missile Defense Commands; rather, it provides 
the strategic structure to optimize inter-theater capabilities 
in support of  the missile fight. 
 The Joint Forces Headquarters is designed to maximize 
the benefits of  the collaborative information environment 
to synchronize the operational plans of  the regional com-
batant commanders at the strategic level. It provides a 
missile defense-focused structure providing mission-area 
expertise in support of  U.S. Strategic Command’s Global 
Operations and Integration Centers. This organization 
represents Strategic Command’s missile defense priorities 
to global joint targeting boards, recommends priorities to 
the global defended asset list and integrates global strike 
and ISR capabilities to maximize strategic and operational 
effects.

Structure and Process
 Leveraging successes from the Army Air and Missile 
Defense Command theater missile fight and the exist-
ing Joint Forces Command concept for the SJFHQ, the 

proposed structure optimizes planning for missile defense 
through the organization of  its staff  and the integration 
of  its capabilities into the operations of  U.S. Strategic 
Command.
 Under the direction of  a flag officer (the SJFHQ 
director), the organization is staffed with joint, mission-
area experts who are organized into four cross-functional 
teams to accomplish daily mission requirements. These 
teams operate within the knowledge-based environment 
to maximize integration and synchronization between 
the teams, the regional combatant commands and other 
external military and civilian agencies.  

Team Functions and Tasks  
 Planning Team:  The planning team is the primary inter-
face between the regional combatant commands and the 
Strategic Command Global Operations Center. It is tasked 
organized with joint members demonstrating expertise in 
the various operational elements of  missile defense. This 
team, in conjunction with regional combatant command 
planners, develops and integrates global missile defense 
plans to achieve maximum protection in accordance with 
strategic priorities. 
 Operations Teams:  The operations team monitors ongo-
ing operations through the collaborative information 
environment to provide situational awareness, monitors 
friendly force readiness and assesses achieved effects 
against desired effects.

(See IMD for the 21st Century, page 53)



 Information Superiority Teams:  The 
information superiority team is tasked 
with coordinating requirements 
and synchronizing activities for the 
operational net assessment, joint ISR 
and effects assessment. This team is 
responsible for the baseline operation-
al net assessment and fusing informa-
tion from various organizations into 
the updates. 
 Knowledge Management Teams:  The 
knowledge management team is 
responsible for managing the knowl-
edge and information management 
requirements for the SJFHQ. It pro-
vides communication and computer 
technical support and implements pro-
cesses to meet essential information 
needs. Ensuring the effective function-
ing of  the collaborative information 

environment platform is essential to 
SJFHQ operations and planning.

Transformational Change
 The SJFHQ-IMD concept is about 
transformational thinking in how we 
approach and execute the challenge of  
global integrated missile defense. This 
innovative structure optimizes the 
planning, coordination and integration 
efforts of  the regional combatant com-
mands with U.S. Strategic Command’s 
mission for integrated missile defense 
and SMDC/ARSTRAT’s mission as 
the Army service component com-
mand to plan, coordinate and integrate 
Army missile defense forces. SJFHQ-
IMD enhances the joint integration 
of  missile defense and provides a 
transformational solution to achieve 

mission success — now and in the 
future.
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